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Learning physics involves developing competence in creating and 
coordinating the complex multimodal languages of the discipline, 
including text and image, models, and mathematical symbols and 
graphs. This session originates in a project that has been working with 
teachers to infuse multiliteracies into Senior School Science. In the 
session we will introduce the rationale for the project and engage 
participants in activities to illustrate key aspects of the teaching and 
learning approach in the topics of Cross-modal activities in kinematics, 
Constructing explanatory text and image for DC motors, and Newtons 
laws and poster development. 

Abstract



ARC Linkage project: https://www.multiliteracies.com.au/

Led by ACU: Len Unsworth, Sally Humphrey, Paul Chandler
Deakin: Russell Tytler
UniSA: Lisl Fenwick
Curtin: Kaye O’Halloran 

Four partner schools from low SES areas, state and catholic system

Multiliteracies for addressing disadvantage 
in Senior School Science (M3S)

The problem: 
Lack of attention to language/literacy in the learning of science, especially 
in the senior years and especially in low SES contexts

https://www.multiliteracies.com.au/


Structure of the session

Russell Tytler
Multi modality principles and language for learning science

Cross modal activities and student learning in year 10 
kinematics (Tamara Paterson’s experience)

Pascal Roulant
Learning to produce a poster and other experiences



Multi-modality: 
Texts contain complex 

grammatical forms, 
diagrams with different 
degrees of abstraction, 

labeling conventions,  
symbolic forms including 
mathematics symbols …



What does learning science involve? 
Core themes underpinning M3S

• Scientific knowledge is built through the invention of new ways of visualising/ 
talking about the world. 

• Learning science involves induction into the representational practices of the 
discipline

• These representational practices include written text, diagrams, symbolic 
systems, graphs and tables …. 

• Students need to be supported to learn how to decipher, unpack, evaluate, 
invent and use disciplinary representational systems

• Much of the work in learning and applying science ideas involves the 
translation and coordination of representations across modes (graph to text, 
model to 2D diagram, text to sequenced visualisation … )



Systemic Functional Linguistics 
(Halliday)
Language as a social semiotic system: as a systems 
of signs that act as resources for meaning.

We need to induct students into working with 
different ‘genres’ such as prac reports, 
explanations, descriptions of processes that have 
their own rules associated with their particular 
purposes. 

Constructing multi-modal 
representations

Two theoretical frames from socio semiotic 
perspectives

Representational tools are crucial resources for speculating, 
reasoning, contesting and justifying explanations, 
knowledge building, and communicating. In RCA, students 
invent, compare and assess, revise and coordinate 
representations in response to structured challenges. 



• Students, in learning senior science, need to grapple with increasingly 
technical and sophisticated multimodal languages – vocabulary, syntax, 
complex diagrams, symbolic expressions such as chemical equations, 
mathematical equations. 

• Students, particularly those from disadvantaged background, need to be 
explicitly supported to learn these language forms. 

• Reading text, interpreting and using graphs, writing an explanation in an 
exam, producing a coherent practical report or poster – these are all 
discipline specific literacies. 

• Students have difficulty in reading exam questions, distinguishing between v-
t and a-t graphs, thinking through circuit problems, explaining how an 
electric motor works. 

• The focus on the literacies is to help conceptual understanding. 

The context and problem



Tamara Paterson
Brunswick Secondary College

Cross modal activities and 
student learning in Year 
10 Kinematics 



Teaching for conceptual 
understanding

Misconception:

Students don’t distinguish essential differences between an object’s motion and a 
graphical representation of that motion.

Example:

Students relate the slope of a position-time graph to the object physically moving 
along that slope.

Deciding to intervene involves: 

Recognition and analysis of the problem.

Decision to restructure teaching and learning plan to spend time addressing it.



Stage (orienting, 
building meaning, 
consolidation, 
extension) and purpose

Activities Form(s) of 
representation
(key rep focus-
coordination/transl
ation - source and 
target text )

Language focus Form(s) of 
student 
participation

Orienting to the idea of 
representing motion 
through data construction 
and representation. 
Students create data and 
generate data displays and 
consider the features of 
and relation between 
distance and speed vs 
time graphs, for constant 
speed. 

Resources include 
formalised displacement 
and velocity-time graphs. 

Activity 1: Introduce the notion of 
speed – what is meant by it, and how 
is it expressed (kmph, m/s). 
• Discuss what is meant by 

constant speed. Raise the 
question of how we could 
describe objects moving at 
constant speed, and how we 
could measure this, leading to 
the idea of charting position 
over time. 

Spoken, written & 
verbal. 
Movement from 
material data to 
tabular 
representation. 

Joint construction: 
Students are led to the 
idea that we need to 
track where objects are 
at given time intervals. 

Verbal discussion 
accompanied by 
jointly constructed 
board 
work consisting of 
textual statements 
and annotated 
diagrams. Student 
note taking.

Activity 2: Students construct data 
representing constant speed.

• Students work in groups of 5-6. 
Students are challenged to walk 
at a constant speed over 8m- in 
8s. After a couple of trials one 
student is chosen to walk the 
constant pace and members 
mark their position at 2s 
intervals using chalk or putting 
down a pen or block

Diagrams of process 
and measurements, 
data tables 
constructed by 
students

Construction of data 
table – representation 
challenge and teacher 
guidance in groups

Student 
collaborative 
construction of 
measures. 
Invention of 
tabular displays

Year 10 representing motion sequence



Task – 1
Constant speed

Students attempt to walk at constant speed 
for 8 metres in 8 seconds.

Group members marked their position at 2 
second intervals.

Students are challenged to: 

• repeat at twice the speed.
• construct a table and a graph, with 

explanation of their relationship.

Students had to make many trials. They collaborated in groups of 5 – 6 to 
complete the task.

They were trying to walk perfectly uniformly.



Task 2:
Acceleration

Students were given 3 different balls to roll along flat, upward sloping and 
downward sloping surfaces.

Students were asked to:

• Video the motion of each ball
• Replay and identify the position of the ball at successive intervals
• Construct position-time and velocity-time graphs to describe the motion
• Write a descriptive report of the motion.



Student written explanations



Student written explanations



Task 3:
Motion under gravity

Students working in groups are 
challenged to:

• Find how high a ball needs to be 
dropped from, if it is to fall for 
exactly 0.5 seconds.

• Estimate, then find how far a ball 
will drop in 1 second.

• Explain their result.



Task 3:
Motion under gravity



Task 3:
Motion under gravity



Task 3:
Motion under gravity



Task 3:
Motion under gravity



Example of early questioning:

-How is it apparent that the 1 second drop finishes with a higher speed 
than the 0.5 second drop?

Example of later questioning:

-If g = 9.8 m/s2 how fast is the ball travelling after 1 second? 0.5 seconds?

-Where on the v-t graph can we see acceleration?

Task 3:
Motion under gravity



Culminating task

Duplicate with the cart motion, graphs on the board



What did the intervention do 
for students?

• Exposed knowledge gaps.

• Provided opportunities for rehearsal and extension of new knowledge.

• Provided, kinesthetically, an example for later reference.



Photoelectric effect exam question



Scrambled statements:
Order the statements and use logical connectives to construct a 
response

1. the number of photons incident on the surface will increase

2. the energy level of the photons increases.

3. the energy of the emitted electrons does not change

4. the energy of the emitted electrons depends on the frequency of the 
incident light.

5. the intensity of the light increases

6. the energy level of the photons does not change,

7. the frequency of light increases

8. more electrons will be emitted

9. each photon transfers all of its energy to one electron in the metal.



Analysis of scored responses

Student explanation identification code A
R

57
8

P
H

57
2

B
R

28
6

B
R

28
0

P
H

56
4

Teacher rating of student explanation 5 High – 1 Low 5 4 4 3 3

Researcher generated explanation
1.   According to the particle model, light consists of photons. Y

2.   As the frequency of light increases Y Y Y

3.   the energy level of the photons increases. Y Y

4.   When light is directed onto a metal surface Y
5.   each photon transfers all of its energy to one electron in the metal. Y Y

6.   If the energy level of the photon increases Y

7.   the energy transferred to the electron increases. Y

8.   If the frequency of the light is above the threshold level for the metal 

9.   each photon will have enough energy to supply an electron near the surface 
with enough energy to escape
10. Therefore the energy of the emitted electrons depends on the frequency of the 
incident light.

Y Y

11. If the intensity of the light increases, Y Y Y Y

12. the energy level of the photons does not change, Y Y Y

13. but the number of photons incident on the surface will increase, Y Y Y Y

14. so more photons will interact with more electrons Y y
15. and more electrons will be emitted Y Y y

16. but the energy of the emitted electrons does not change Y Y

17. Therefore the energy of the emitted electrons is independent of the intensity 
of the incident light

Y Y



2. As the frequency of light increases

3. the energy level of the photons increases.

5. each photon transfers all of its energy to one electron in the metal.

10. Therefore the energy of the emitted electrons depends on the frequency of 
the incident light.

11. If the intensity of the light increases,

12. the energy level of the photons does not change,

13. but the number of photons incident on the surface will increase,

15. and more electrons will be emitted

16. but the energy of the emitted electrons does not change



Multi-literacy Principles / Strategies

1.In any teaching/learning sequence there is strategic scaffolded reading and 
deconstruction of a range of representations, including, for example, text books, web sites, 
diagrams, simulations and animations.

2.Students and teachers develop a shared metalanguage to discuss the specific affordances 
of different representations of a concept or practice.

3.Students actively create, and with support, evaluate and refine drawings, models, verbal 
text - as individual, paired activity, and class activity.

4.Representation construction may include redescription (e.g. cross/intra mode recasting) 
and/or orchestration of verbal text, image, gesture etc.

5.In lessons, there are opportunities for each student to be actively involved in constructing 
and receiving feedback/critique on representations 

6.The teacher leads students in joint construction of an effective representation (e.g. 
explanation) and monitors students’ progress towards independent construction



Teaching approaches

• Identify key representations and conventions for their use
• Construct representational challenges for individuals/pairs (no one ‘correct’ answer)
• Include embodied representational work – simulating force situations for example, 

and practical exploration
• Work with ways for students’ representational ideas to be openly discussed and 

evaluated 
ü Actively circulate and strategically select disparate examples – get students to reproduce on 

board for discussion
ü Have group share and discuss representations and text before workshopping on the board 

(strategically target groups for input)
ü Class construction of drawings and text

ü Each student keeps a workbook with a record of their representations and explanations
M3S Principles: 
ü Work with representations and text such that each student invents, and receives feedback
ü Maximise student contribution to ideas

ü Explicitly discuss representational conventions and quality, and textual explanations



Science literacy: Explaining a sequence of events



Constructing and coordinating image and text

3/5



More 
abstracted 
figures, more 
complete 
causal 
sequence

4/5These principles 
can be made 
explicit, through 
a. discussion of 

examples, 
b. joint 

construction



Modeling electric circuits
(Tamara Paterson, Graeme McKenzie early trial)

Students were given 5 different circuit models.

Students were asked:

• Does the model show a complete circuit?
• Could a switch be illustrated using this model?
• What are the strengths of each model?
• Can any one model give a complete picture?



5 circuit models



Preparing for the task – critiquing the 
effectiveness of circuit models 

• Having just constructed and critiqued their own globe circuit prepared students 
to enter this task more completely.

• Students spoke with confidence, they found the task fun. They deconstructed
the diagrams really thoroughly. They responded to the analogies embedded in 
the diagrams. The models bridged the gap between the visible world and the 
subatomic level.

• Students could easily modify the circuits to add a switch in the form of a tap, a 
gate or a traffic light. They had the background knowledge of how gravity, 
transport or water pressure worked, which made this more accessible.



A role play establishing the difference 
between charge, current, energy, voltage.

• Students stood in a circle taking on the role of charges, the battery and the 
globe.

• Each charge took a post-it note representing energy from the battery.

• The students duplicated the workings of a circuit.

• The role play was repeated to demonstrate two globes in series and then 
two globes in parallel.



Teacher: And what do you…people moving around this circle represent?

Student 1: Electrons.

Teacher: Electrons, that’s right. 

Student 1: And you represent the switch. 

Teacher: I am the switch! Very good. 

Student 2: Why is it potential difference when it’s actually a difference?

From filmed 11 Physics lesson 15/3/2017.

A role play establishing the difference 
between charge, current, energy, voltage.



• I instructed the students to start moving around the circuit, and paused them 
from time to time to ask questions. 

• Students deconstructed their roles in terms of the circuit very clearly.

• It also uncovered some interesting questions, which I then had to address by 
contrasting the everyday use of the word versus the meaning in the context of 
physics.

• Students performances were more proficient as they went through the second 
and third circuit role play.

A role play establishing the difference 
between charge, current, energy, voltage.



What did the activity do for students?

• Intervention exposes for students gaps in their knowledge. For example, students 
can’t account for the transfer of energy. When I asked what the difference was 
between students with and without a post-it note either side of the globe, they 
weren’t able to explain.

• By the second and third cycles (circuits) students were responding much more 
quickly to teacher probe questions. 

• Throughout the topic of electric circuits, students referred to the role play (they 
initiated references). Even weeks later, students were intrigued by the problems of 
representing very complex circuits through the roleplay.



What did it do for me?

I could initiate reference to the role play throughout the topic to get students on 
track / connected to content. I could explain the workings of a complex circuit in 
terms of an adjustment to one of the role play circuits, such as an extra globe in 
series with the parallel circuit.

New misconceptions came up all the time, providing opportunity to address them 

• S1: do electrons lose all of their charge? 
• S2: no, they use most of it in the globe.

Formative assessment opportunities abounded. Typical of first round: 

• energy is lost in the globe
• voltage is given up 
• voltage is lost in the globe

Whereas third round was more like,

• electrons transfer energy, which is transformed into heat and light.



What did I apply from the M3S project?

In line with the principles of this project…

1. I have paid a great deal more attention to students’ ability to represent their knowledge 
visually. I’ve given them more opportunities to critique other people’s formal and 
informal visual representations. 

2. I am building students’ mastery of physics language at all points in the teaching and 
learning process, not just at summative assessment.

I’m looking at the evidence of their classroom language to reveal misconceptions. I 
realise that what they say, draw and do can reveal both their understanding and 
misconception. It’s a diagnostic tool.



What did the intervention do for students?

1. Exposed knowledge gaps.

For example, students can’t account for the transfer of energy. When I asked what 
the difference was between students with and without a post-it note either side of 
the globe, they weren’t able to explain

2. Provided opportunities for rehearsal and extension of new knowledge.

3. Provided, kinesthetically, a model for later reference.  

Throughout the topic of electric circuits, students referred to the role play (they 
initiated references). Even weeks later, students were intrigued by the problems of 
representing very complex circuits through the roleplay.



Russell Tytler
Russell.tytler@deakin.edu.au

Thank you –
now over to 
Pascal

mailto:Russell.tytler@deakin.edu.au

